Read the following sentences and use words from the word bank to fill in the blanks and make sense. Reread your sentences to double check your choices!

1. The policeman had a pair of __________________________.
2. My sister likes to wear red __________________________.
3. I’m going to the barbershop for a __________________________ today.
4. My favorite part of the chicken is the __________________________.
5. Can you do a __________________________ or a handstand?
6. Did you put your letter in the __________________________?
7. Dad says that I’m too young to ride a __________________________.
8. He told me that he’d give me a __________________________ ride instead!
9. Do you like __________________________ topping on your ice cream sundaes?
10. Boy! A __________________________ can sure jump high!

Word Bank

motorcycle               mailbox               peanut               haircut               cartwheel
handcuffs               lipstick               piggyback           drumstick             grasshopper